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Abstract

We describeV–SAT, a tool for performing design space
exploration of System-On-Chip (SOC) architectures. The key
components of V–SAT include EXPRESSION, a language for
specification of the architecture, SIMPRESS, a simulator gen-
erator for analysis/evaluation of the architecture, and the V–
SAT GUI front-end for easy specification and detailed analy-
sis. We give a brief overview of the components (EXPRES-
SION, SIMPRESS and GUI) and, using an example DLX ar-
chitecture, demonstrate V–SAT’s usefulness in exploration for
an embedded SOC codesign flow by specifying and evaluating
several modifications to the pipeline structure of the processor.
We believe that V–SAT provides a powerful environment, both
for early design space exploration, as well as for the detailed
design of SOC architectures.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in System-on-Chip (SOC) technology
make it possible to utilizecustomizableembedded processor
cores, together with a variety of novel on-chip/off-chip mem-
ory hierarchies, allowing customization of SOC architectures
for specific embedded applications and tasks. Indeed, current
technology projections by the SIA[13] estimate die sizes of50
million transistors by the year 2001, and 1000 million by 2010,
but these are already proving to be conservative. Furthermore,
advances in mixed memory/logic fabrication already allow sub-
stantial amounts of on-chip DRAM, with the future possibility
of seamlessly combining mixed memory types (e.g., SRAM,
DRAM, Flash) with logic[8].

These trends clearly present tremendous opportunities for
system designers to tune and customize SOC designs for spe-
cific applications that have diverse goals such as low power,
small footprint code size, hardware/software redundancy,testa-
bility, etc. However, shrinking time-to-market cycles, cou-
pled with increasingly short product lifetimes create a criti-
cal need for tools and environments that permit the system
designer to rapidly evaluate candidate SOC architectures,and�This work was partially supported by grants from NSF (MIP-9708067) and
ONR (N00014-93-1-1348).To appear in EUROMICRO (DSD Wkshp) 99.

also rapidly complete both the hardware and software imple-
mentations in parallel. These issues are particularly critical
in the design of embedded SOCs that employ reusable soft,
firm and hard Intellectual Property (IP) macros. When these
IP macros include parameterizable processor cores, an addi-
tional challenge arises: the lack of supporting software tools
– such as compilers, debuggers, functional-, cycle- and phase-
accurate simulators – that permit both earlyco-evaluation, as
well asco-developmentof hardware and software. Indeed, sev-
eral companies are now offering customizable SOC designs us-
ing specific instances of parameterizable processor cores (e.g.,
Tensilica[16], Improv[7]). The obvious next trend is the abil-
ity to mix-and-match processor, memory and other IP blocks to
build customized SOC designs.

Currently, a major bottleneck for SOC designers using pro-
cessor cores is the lack of an automated software tool-kit gen-
eration environment. Traditionally, these tool-kits werebuilt
during the latter stages of system design and thus were not used
to aid Design Space Exploration (DSE). However, as the poten-
tial systems design space becomes increasingly complex (e.g.,
through the use of parameterizable IP cores), exploration of the
design space becomes virtually impossible (and meaningless) in
the absence of powerful tools that aid the designer. This hascre-
ated a demand for retargetable tool-kits that support rapidDSE.
Typically, these tools (e.g., compilers, simulators, debuggers,
assemblers etc.) are made retargetable by incorporating a mech-
anism with which the target machine can be described in a man-
ner easily understood by them. We believe that language-based
approaches present the best hope of describing complex systems
to these tools. Architecture Description Languages (ADLs)can
be used to drive both DSE and automatic toolkit generation.
However, there are some drawbacks to this approach:� Textual descriptions can be tedious and are often non-

intuitive for specifying architectures.� The length and repetitive nature of these descriptions in-
creases the possibility of errors in specification.� Quantitative and/or qualitative feedback from the tool to
the user is not easily accomplished.

In order to combat these short-comings we have developed a
graphical tool, called V–SAT, for Visual Specification and Anal-
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Figure 1. The V-SAT Design Space Exploration Environ-
ment

ysis of SOC architectures. As shown in Figure 1, V-SAT in-
cludes a graphical user interface (GUI) wherein the user speci-
fies the architecture, a tool-kit generator that generates acom-
piler and simulator, and a mechanism for collecting and display-
ing statistics. This GUI-based approach retains the advantages
of the ADL approach while improving on its shortcomings. The
main advantages of this approach are:� The graphical interface provides an intuitive way to spec-

ify architectures. It also allows the designer to visually
identify inconsistencies and/or incompleteness in specifi-
cation. This results in a drastic reduction in the time spent
in specification.� The graphical interface allows feedback from tools (like
compiler, simulator) to be displayed visually and tagged
to the architectural components drawn by the user. This is
very valuable in a DSE environment.

Our proposed approach also retains the advantages of using
ADLs to specify machines to the tools. As shown in Figure 1,
the graphical specification of the architecture is converted into a
specification in EXPRESSION[5], an ADL designed to support
architecture exploration and software toolkit generation.

In this paper, we describe V–SAT: a visual specification and
analysis tool for SOC designs. We also describe SIMPRESS,
a simulator generator tool that is a part (along with V–SAT) of
our DSE environment. In Section 2 we describe related work
on ADLs and toolkit generators, and compare them with our
approach. Section 3 presents a brief overview of EXPRES-
SION, an ADL that effectively supports the dual goals of SOC
exploration, as well as automatic generation of a high-quality
software toolkit for embedded SOC. In Section 4 we describe
SIMPRESS, a simulator generator capable of generating an
instruction-set simulator, as well as a cycle-accurate structural
simulator. Section 5 presents a brief overview of the V–SAT ar-
chitectural exploration environment. Sections 6 and 7 illustrate
ease of design space exploration using V–SAT with the aid of a
sample architecture, while Section 8 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

With the advent of SOC, there has been increasing interest
in using ADLs for processor specification and toolkit genera-
tion. ADLs can be classified into three categories depending
on whether they primarily capture the instruction set (IS),the
structure of the processor, or both.

Instruction set centric ADLs (e.g.,nML [4], ISDL [1],
SLED[12]) characterize the processor by its instruction set ar-
chitecture. Architecture centric ADLs (e.g.,MIMOLA [10]) fo-
cus on the structural components and connectivity of the proces-
sor. They have the advantage that the same description can be
used for both synthesis, and toolkit generation. However, due to
the very low level of description, compiler generation is made
difficult.

More recently, languages which capture the instruction-set
and the architecture aspects, as well as a detailed pipelineinfor-
mation (typically described as reservation tables) have emerged
(e.g., FLEXWARE [2], MDes[17], LISA [3], RADL [14] and
EXPRESSION[5]). These languages bridge the gap between
instruction set centric languages (which are too coarse forstruc-
tural cycle-accurate simulators), and hardware description lan-
guages (which are too detailed to be easily used for compiler
generation). A more detailed review of ADLs can be found in
[5].

The quality and type of tools generated is closely related
to the ADL used. In particular, the generated simulators will
reflect the type of information captured in the ADL. Pure
instruction-set ADLs allow the generation of instruction set
simulators, while structural ADLs generate structural simula-
tors. In order to perform architectural DSE, the simulator has
to provide structural feedback to the designer, and guide him in
exploring different architectures. Pure instruction set simulators
do not provide enough information to drive architectural DSE.
Below we present a brief overview of existing toolkit generators
(with an emphasis on generating simulators).

Sim-nML [11], an augmented version of nML, has been used
for automatic toolkit generation, including instruction set sim-
ulator. However, it is not clear if Sim-nML has been used to
generate the compiler. SLED provides bit-manipulating code
to be used by applications that process machine code, such as
compiler back-end and assembler. However, SLED does not
contain semantic information needed for simulator generation.
LISA has been used primarily to generate a cycle-accurate sim-
ulator [3], whose main characteristic is a behavioral modelof
the pipeline. The FLEXWARE system contains the CODESYN
code-generator and the Insulin[15] simulator. The simulator
uses a VHDL model of a generic parameterizable machine.
The application is translated from the user-defined target in-
struction set to the instruction set of this generic machine. The
Trimaran [17] system uses MDes to retarget the compiler back-
end. However, it allows only a restricted retargetability of the
simulator to the HPL-PD processor family.

Even though some of these previous approaches target ADL-
based automatic toolkit generation and design space explo-
ration, not much work has been done in bringing together these
elements in a design space exploration environment. Further-
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more, previous approaches are restricted to certain classes of
processor families and assume a fixed memory/cache organi-
zation. However, the advent of reusable IP libraries demands
a more general environment that allows a system designer to
mix-and-match different types of processors with varying mem-
ory/cache organizations. For a wide variety of such processor
and memory IP library families, the designer needs to be able
to specify and analyze, in an intuitive manner, the interaction
between the processor instruction set and architecture, and the
application, and explore different points in the design space.

In our approach, we address this problem through a combi-
nation of a powerful ADL (EXPRESSION), an automatic simu-
lator generator (SIMPRESS), and a user-friendly graphical en-
vironment for exploration (V–SAT). The EXPRESSION ADL
captures both the instruction set and architecture information
for a design drawn from an IP library. The library typically con-
tains a variety of parameterizable processor cores and customiz-
able memory/cache organizations. SIMPRESS, our simulator
generator produces a structural simulator capable of providing
detailed structural feedback in terms of utilization, bottle-necks,
stalls and hot-spots in the processor architecture. The processor-
system description is input using a graphical schematic capture
tool, called V–SAT, that outputs an EXPRESSION description
which is fed into tool-kit generators (e.g., SIMPRESS) to pro-
duce DSE tools. The SIMPRESS generated simulator provides
feedback information which is back-annotated to the same V–
SAT graphical description. This helps the SOC designer ana-
lyze the design in an intuitive manner. As graphical diagrams
are easily available for most IP cores, the V–SAT environment
can also be used to leverage existing knowledge in order to gen-
erate EXPRESSION descriptions.

3 EXPRESSION Overview

As mentioned earlier, our EXPRESSION ADL adopts a
mixed approach to specification of processor systems that inte-
grates both the structure (or Architecture Designer’s view) and
the behavior (or Programmer’s view) of the system. A detailed
discussion on the benefits of EXPRESSION, on tool-kit gen-
eration from EXPRESSION and on using EXPRESSION for
design space exploration can be found in [5]. Since in this pa-
per we illustrate some sample architectural exploration scenar-
ios involving changes to the pipeline, we briefly describe how
pipelines and datapaths are specified in EXPRESSION.

Pipeline and Datapath Specification in EXPRESSION
The structure (of a processor system) is defined by its com-

ponents and the connectivity between these components. In EX-
PRESSION, each component is classified as either a Unit (e.g.,
pipeline units, functional units), Storage element (e.g.,latches,
registers, caches, memories), Port (e.g., input, output, inout
ports) or Connection (e.g., busses). While connectivity between
components can be easily specified in the form of a netlist, ex-
tracting high-level information (e.g., pipeline description) from
the netlist is a hard task (particularly for complex processors).
Therefore, the approach adopted in EXPRESSION is to allow

description of the connectivity at an abstract level which cap-
tures the required high-level information and also allows gener-
ation of the netlist. EXPRESSION provides two high-level con-
structs which are used to describe partial connectivity between
the components:Pipeline(used to specify the units which com-
prise the pipeline stages), andData-transfer path(used to spec-
ify the valid unit-to-storage or storage-to-unit data transfers).
These two constructs were motivated by the fact that, for most
modern processors, all paths (defined as an ordered list of con-
nected components) in the architecture either transfer control
(i.e. instructions) or data between components. The transfer of
instructions occurs in the pipeline while transfer of data occurs
along the data-transfer paths.

The Pipeline and Data-transfer path constructs allow the user
to separately specify these paths which can then be coupled to-
gether to generate the netlist. This greatly reduces the size of
specification and also provides an easy, natural way to specify
connectivity for most architectures.

4 SIMPRESS: Simulator Generator

Simulators are critical components of the exploration tool-
kit for the system designer. They can be used to perform diverse
tasks such as verifying the functionality and/or timing behavior
of the system, and generating quantitative measurements (e.g.,
cache miss ratio) which can be used to aid DSE.

SIMPRESS is a simulator generator which reads in an EX-
PRESSION description and generates simulators for the target
system. In the contex of DSE, SIMPRESS can be used to gen-
erate a cycle-accurate, structural simulator. The cycle-accurate,
structural simulator aids:

1. Early Design Space Exploration: Early architectural ex-
ploration requires evaluation of candidate base-processor
and memory/cache organizations. A structural simulator
can give comparative numbers on performance and mem-
ory traffic behavior to aid the system designer in identify-
ing promising candidate SOC processor-memory organi-
zations.

2. Detailed Architecture Evaluation: The cycle-accurate sim-
ulation model provides detailed information that enables
the designer (or other tools) to evaluate the architecture
in terms of performance, power or other characteristics,
and further tune the architecture. An example is the num-
ber of instructions issued per cycle (used to determine
performance) or the bus transition activity (used to deter-
mine power consumption). A structural simulator that can
model the execution of the bus is necessary to analyze the
effects of, for example, changing the number of buses on
performance and power.

3. Interactive Compilation: The simulator can be used to pro-
vide guidance to the user of an interactive compilation en-
vironment. For example, performance measures before
and after a compiler transformation can be used to deter-
mine its effectiveness.
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In addition to the simulator, SIMPRESS generates the hooks
needed to connect the simulator to the V–SAT GUI. It also in-
corporates statistics collection functionality into the simulator.
Below, we mention some of the salient features of SIMPRESS
and present a brief overview of the simulator generation mech-
anism.

As mentioned earlier, SIMPRESS generates the simulator
from an EXPRESSION description. In order to facilitate au-
tomatic generation, many of SIMPRESS’s features are directly
based on the features of EXPRESSION. Some of them are:� Hierarchy: The components in EXPRESSION are de-

scribed in a hierarchical manner. SIMPRESS incorporates
the same hierarchy in the generated simulator.� Levels of abstraction: EXPRESSION supports different
levels of abstraction in specification of the architecture.
SIMPRESS supports all the abstraction levels.� Classification of components: Like in EXPRESSION, all
components generated by SIMPRESS can be classified as
either Units, Storages, Ports or Connections.

The architecture model employed by SIMPRESS is generic
enough to be able to incorporate a wide variety of proces-
sor/memory systems. SIMPRESS assumes a two phase clock
cycle model with reads (from storage) occurring in the first
phase and writes (to storage) occurring in the second phase.
Furthermore, units function as active components which per-
form computation and request data from (or send to) other com-
ponents. Storages are passive components which send data to
(or receive from) active components.1 Ports and connections
are used to link units to storages and vice-versa.

The structure of a system can be viewed as a set of objects
that communicate with each other via well defined interfaces.
Thus, an object-oriented language like C++ is very well-suited
for describing a simulatable specification of the system andwe
have chosen C++ for this reason. SIMPRESS reads in the EX-
PRESSION description and generates the structural model in
C++. Other benefits of using C++ include encapsulation of in-
formation local to the components, hierarchical description of
components, and ease of extensibility. Below we present a brief
overview of the organization of SIMPRESS.

SIMPRESS Organization
SIMPRESS is organized as a collection of libraries (that can

be classified as one of four types) as shown in Figure 2:

1. Base Components Library: This library is the “core” of
SIMPRESS. It defines each of the four component types in
EXPRESSION (unit, storage, port, connection) as a class
in the library. All other component types are derived from
one of these classes. These four base classes define the
public interface which governs the interaction between var-
ious components.1Note: Storage elements that are embedded with computational power

(e.g., IRAM) are modeled as a composition of active units andpassive storage
elements.

2. Target Components Library: This library contains a de-
scription of each component class (derived from the base
component classes) that is target specific (e.g., alu, busses,
etc). This library captures the functionality of the individ-
ual components that comprise the processor system and is
used to capture soft, firm and hard IP libraries.

3. Connectivity Library: This library defines the connec-
tivity as a netlist of components. Each component is an
instantiation of a class defined in the Target Components
Library.

4. Simulator Functionality Library: This library defines
functions (e.g., single-step, run, break, etc) that can be
used by the environment (e.g., GUI or compiler) to per-
form simulations and to control the simulator.

Frame 
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On−Chip
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56K
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Figure 2. An organizational view of SIMPRESS

The Base Components and Simulator Functionality Library
are target independent and hence do not vary from simulator
to simulator. During generation of the simulator these libraries
are linked with the relevant target components and connectiv-
ity libraries to form the simulator executable. The connectiv-
ity library is automatically generated from EXPRESSION. The
target-specific components can either be built from the listof
pre-defined components provided by SIMPRESS or can be ex-
plicitly written if necessary. In order to aid the designer,SIM-
PRESS provides a wide variety of parameterized components.
Examples include, but are not limited to:� Parameterized storages (e.g., Latches, Registers, Memory,

Register-File, Cache).� Operators (e.g., add, sub, mult, div, etc).� Ports, Buses, Connections.� A standardized pipeline controller (for stalling/flushingthe
pipeline).� A standardized data-hazard detector
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Besides these libraries, SIMPRESS also generates the hooks
necessary to control the simulator from the GUI. An important
feature of the simulator generated by SIMPRESS is its abilityto
collect various useful statistical information which enables the
designer to evaluate the system. SIMPRESS allows the user to
choose from an extensive set of statistics which are then incor-
porated into the simulator. These can be selected and peggedto
any component (of interest to the designer) through the GUI.
SIMPRESS then automatically generates the code necessary
to keep track of the statistic. It does this by creating collec-
tor agents that shadow the execution of the components. SIM-
PRESS provides two classes of statistics:

1. Cumulative Statistics: These are statistics that accumulate
various types of information over the course of the simu-
lation. Examples include cycle count, resource usage, stall
count (due to hazards), etc.

2. Tracking Statistics: These are statistics that track thevaria-
tion (over time) of cumulative statistics. Examples include
resource utilization over a period of time, bus transition
activity over a period of time, etc.

Additional statistics can be easily specified and incorporated
into SIMPRESS.

5 V-SAT Graphical User Interface

The V-SAT GUI (see Figure 1) was designed to aid the sys-
tem designer perform Design Space Exploration. User-directed
DSE usually occurs as an iteration over two stages:

1. Specification Stagewherein the designer describes a par-
ticular design configuration, and,

2. Analysis Stagewherein the designer (or tool) evaluates the
specified design for various target goals.

The process is terminated when the desired objectives are met.
Decreasing the time spent in the specification and analysis
stages greatly reduces the time spent in DSE. A further benefit
is that the designer can iterate over a larger design space topo-
tentially determine a more favorable design configuration.The
V-SAT DSE environment is designed to make specifying the ar-
chitecture fast and intuitive, and to provide a detailed analysis
of the architecture.

The V-SAT GUI was developed to provide the designer with
an intuitive, flexible interface to the DSE tools. Corresponding
to the stages in DSE, the GUI, too, has two modes of opera-
tion (described below). During the specification mode of usage,
the user inputs an architectural diagram. During the simula-
tion phase, the GUI switches into analysis mode for simulation
progress and statistics display.

In either mode of operation the GUI is comprised of two
parts: thecanvasand thepalette. The canvas (see Figure 3) is
the window which holds the architecture description as a graph
diagram. Each node (shown as a rectangle) in the architecture
diagram represents a component of the architecture: compound
unit, processing unit, storage unit, port, or latch. Component

Figure 3. The V-SAT graphical interface. The window that
contains the architecture diagram and the statistics is called
the canvas, and the toolbar region is called the palette

attributes (e.g., unit capacity, operations supported by aunit,
bit width of a storage component, etc.), that must be specified
to generate a meaningful EXPRESSION specification, are in-
put using property dialog boxes. The edges between the nodes
model connections. After these components have been added to
the diagram the pipeline and data-transfer paths can be defined.
The pipeline stages are represented as regions of the diagram
separated by dotted horizontal lines. Data-transfer pathsare
specified by simply selecting the components involved (in the
order in which they occur during the data transfer). All diagram
components have default appearances but a user can easily over-
ride that when deriving new components from the SIMPRESS
base component classes.

The GUI allows full control over the architecture layout. The
user can then accurately copy an existing architecture’s layout
(i.e. from a data handbook) and thus have a familiar view of
the architecture. Future versions will also include an automatic
layout tool designed to generate a customizable first-cut layout.

The second part of the GUI, the palette (see Figure 3), con-
tains all the menus and toolbars that provide access to objects
(like units, connections, etc.) used to build the architecture di-
agram. It also provides the necessary controls for generating
the EXPRESSION architecture description (needed to drive the
simulator generator) and controlling the simulation process.

The main difference between the two GUI modes of opera-
tion is in how the architecture diagram is used. In the specifi-
cation mode, the diagram (i.e. components, component prop-
erties, and layout) can be modified to describe the desired ar-
chitecture. In the analysis mode, changes to the diagram are
disabled and the GUI uses the diagram to display simulation
progress. It also displays statistics collected by the simulator
to facilitate quick evaluation of the design. It is this tight inte-
gration between the architecture description and simulator GUI
that makes it easy for the system designer to cycle through the
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DSE stages and perform a rapid evaluation of the architecture.

6 DLX: An example architecture

We illustrate the use of the V–SAT environment for Design
Space Exploration with the aid of an example processor. We
chose the DLX processor[6] because it is well understood, has
been studied extensively, and is simple enough to demonstrate
some interesting features of DSE. Figure 4 presents the (simpli-
fied) structure of the DLX. The primary functional units are:an
integer unit (INT unit) which performs integer operations and
address computation for memory accesses, a 7-stage multiplier
(M1 – M7), a 4-stage floating point adder (A1 – A4), and a
divider (DIV). While the DLX is a relatively simple RISC pro-
cessor, it does contain some interesting features that are also
found in today’s processors. Primary among them are:
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Figure 4. Structural View of DLX� Register-based architecture: Loads and Stores are the only
instructions that access data memory (in the MEM stage).� Complex-pipeline: The DLX architecture has a frag-
mented pipeline with multiple execution paths.� Multi-stage units: The multiply and floating-point add
units are pipelined multi-stage units while the divider is
a non-pipelined multi-cycle unit.

The DLX also has a moderately complex control unit that en-
sures that there are no structural and/or data hazards when in-
structions are issued/executed. The DLX architecture was de-
scribed using the V–SAT GUI and an EXPRESSION descrip-
tion was generated.

For this paper, we focus on the structure of DLX, de-
scribing the pipeline and data-transfer paths in particular.
The complete description of the DLX processor in EXPRES-
SION is approximately 280 lines and can be viewed at
http://www.ics.uci.edu/˜ahalambi/EXPRESS/ADL/DLX/main.html

7 Design Space Exploration

SOC designs have various design goals. These goals include
minimal cost, maximal performance, low power, high reliabil-
ity, etc. Often times, these goals conflict with each other. De-
sign Space Exploration allows the SOC designer to make trade-
offs between these goals and arrive at an “optimal” design. Typ-
ically, the SOC designer would like to explore changes to the
architecture or the instruction-set of the processor-memory sys-
tem. Common examples of such changes include, but are not
limited to:� Changing the pipeline structure. E.g., increasing (or de-

creasing) the number of stages to increase (or decrease)
the clock frequency, adding forwarding paths to reduce
pipeline stalls.� Changing the data path structure. E.g., changing slow
units to fast units in order to increase performance, chang-
ing connectivity between units and storage elements (like
register files) in order to decrease power consumption.� Increasing parallelism. E.g., adding more functional units
that can execute in parallel in order to increase perfor-
mance.� Changing the instruction-set. E.g., adding new operations
which can be exploited by particular applications (like
multiply-accumulate for DSP).� Changing the memory components. E.g., changing the size
of the register file, changing the associativity of the cache,
etc.� Changing the memory hierarchy. E.g., adding a cache be-
tween the processor and off-chip memory, changing the
on-chip memory hierachy etc.

The specify-simulate-analyze methodology of Design Space
Exploration works well in the SOC domain because most SOC
designs are targeted to a class of applications (e.g., multimedia
applications, or networking applications). Since the system de-
signer knows the application(s) up-front, he can fine-tune the ar-
chitecture by simulating it with the representative application(s)
and analyzing the results of the simulation.

To test the usefulness of V–SAT in architecture exploration
and to highlight its ease of use, we performed some experiments
on the DLX processor. While V–SAT supports comprehensive
design space exploration, for purposes of illustration in this pa-
per, we experimented with changing the pipeline structure of
the DLX and evaluated those changes on a set of benchmark
programs (other experimental results are detailed in [9]).The
changes to the pipeline are:
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1. Adding a forwarding path from AllMEM Latch to A1.

2. Adding a forwarding path MEMWB Latch to INT unit.

3. Adding both (1) and (2).

4. Adding (1) and a forwarding path from AllMEM Latch to
INT Unit.

5. Adding (1) and a forwarding path from MEMWB Latch
to A1.

To show the effectiveness of the V–SAT environment, and to
demonstrate its ease of use in DSE, we tested the architectural
changes to DLX (mentioned above) on a representative sample
of benchmarks. In this paper we present results of DSE us-
ing 10 benchmarks. The first six (LL3, LL4, LL7, LL9, LL14,
LL19) are from the Livermoore loop test-suite and the other
four (Laplace, Linear, Lowpass Wavelet) are multimedia ker-
nels. Detailed experimental results on other benchmark pro-
grams can be obtained from [9].

We first analyze the effects of adding forwarding paths
(changes 1-5 above) to the DLX pipeline. Figure 5 presents the
results of DSE using the forwarding options mentioned above.

Forwarding paths bypass some stages in the pipeline in or-
der to feed the result of one stage to an instruction in a previous
stage that needs the result. This helps to eliminate pipeline stalls
due to read-after-write (RAW) data hazards. This is most useful
in DSP-type applications which perform sequential transforma-
tions on data. An example is the multiply-accumulate, where
the result of a multiplication is needed by the addition thatim-
mediately follows it.

The first bar (in Figure 5) represents the performance im-
provement (as compared to the architecture without forwarding
paths) due to the forwarding path to the floating-point adder
only. As can be seen, applications (such as Lowpass, Wavelet)
that contain multiply-accumulate instruction pairs benefit the
most from this forwarding path.

The second bar (in Figure 5) represents the performance im-
provement due to the forwarding path to the integer unit. The
source of the forwarding path is the output of the memory stage
because this allows us to exploit instruction sequences which
contain loads followed by integer computation. As can be seen,
applications (such as LL19, Laplace, Linear) which performa
lot of integer computation benefit from this path.

The third bar (in Figure 5) represents the performance im-
provement due to a combination of both the previous forward-
ing paths. As can be seen, most applications benefit from the
combination.

The fourth bar (in Figure 5) represents the performance
improvement due to adding a forwarding path from the
All MEM Latch to the integer unit along with the first forward-
ing path. As can be seen, the additional path does not really im-
prove the performance over the first path. This is because most
of the multiply-accumulate type of operations are floating-point
(in the benchmarks we chose) and hence the additional forward-
ing path is rarely used.

The fifth bar (in Figure 5) represents the performance im-
provement due to adding a forwarding path from the output of

the MEM stage to the floating-point adder along with the first
forwarding path. As can be seen, the additional path does not
really improve the performance over the first path. This is be-
cause most floating-point operation sequences follow the load-
multiply-add-store order. An additional path from the stage
which performs the load to the stage which performs the addi-
tion does not have any benefit because of the intervening multi-
plication (which is performed on a different unit).

In conclusion, while a further analysis of the cost of adding
forwarding paths is necessary to determine their usefulness, it
can be seen that adding forwarding paths which exploit the fea-
tures of the application (e.g., forwarding paths 1 and 2) is bene-
ficial. In this manner, the system designer can exploit the nature
of the application (multimedia in our example benchmarks) to
intelligently explore the design space and fine-tune the architec-
ture.

Further, using the GUI, adding forwarding paths was a mat-
ter of just making the connections between the source (latch)
and sink (unit) components. This is a very intuitiveway of spec-
ifying changes to the architecture and simplifies the task ofthe
SOC designer. The usefulness (of V–SAT) is further demon-
strated by the fact that during the analysis phase, the statis-
tics collected by the simulator were very helpful in determining
where to place the forwarding paths. Simulation of the baseline
DLX architecture (without forwarding paths) yielded the result
that, on an average, the pipeline was stalled (due to a RAW haz-
ard) 53% of the time. This, combined with the statistics which
indicated that the integer unit and the floating-point adderwere
the most used units, enabled us to decide on the proper place-
ment of forwarding paths.

We also conducted other DSE experiments, the full results of
which are not presented here for lack of space. We give a short
summary of these results. We experimented with changing the
number of stages in the floating point execution units. We tried
changing the floating point multiplier from 7 stages to 5 and
the floating point adder from 4 stages to 3 to simulate the use
of faster units. The performance improvement by changing the
multiplier was not significant since there are relatively few mul-
tiplications in the examples. Changing the adder stages gave a
6% improvement. The effect of reducing the number of stages
as above and including the forwarding paths from the last exper-
iment that gave the best improvement viz, AllMEM Latch to
A1 and MEM WB Latch to INT unit, gave an average improve-
ment of 32% over all the benchmarks we considered. Detailed
results and analysis of these experiments can be seen in [9].

8 Summary

System-on-a-Chip (SOC) technology, coupled with the
rapidly increasing availability of soft and hard IP libraries, en-
ables the system designer to develop highly customized embed-
ded systems that can meet demanding performance, power, cost
and size constraints. However, there is an urgent need for an
environment that will allow the system designer to rapidly spec-
ify and evaluate design alternatives. In this paper we presented
V–SAT, a new environment for DSE that leverages on existing
ADL technology. The graphical interface allows the user to

7



Figure 5. Speedups obtained by adding forwarding paths to the DLX pipeline.

specify the architecture in a visual form. V–SAT then gener-
ates an EXPRESSION ADL description which can be used to
automatically generate tools such as compilers and simulators.
We also described SIMPRESS, a simulator generator that can be
used to generate a detailed, structural simulator. V–SAT allows
the user to collect detailed statistics (such as stall cycles, re-
source usage, etc.) which are back-annotated to the GUI to help
the user analyze the design and modify the critical portions. To
illustrate utility of the V–SAT environment, we performed DSE
on the pipeline of the DLX processor. This is only an indica-
tor of the power of the V–SAT environment in aiding the SOC
designer perform architecture exploration. Our on-going work
involves performing comprehensive DSE on more complex ar-
chitectures (like the Texas Instruments C6X processor system).
Future work includes providing tools that analyze the detailed
statistics generated by the simulator and the specificationof the
system in order to offer useful suggestions to the system de-
signer. We believe that such tools will be useful in the context
of Systems-on-Chip that are domain specific (e.g. multimedia)
and whose applications exhibit similar characteristics.
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